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INTRODUCTION
The Structured Interview of Personality Organization (STIPO) provides a guide to the
evaluation of the individual’s personality organization according to the psychodynamic
conceptualization of Kernberg (1996). The precursor to the STIPO is the structural interview
(Kernberg, 1981; Clarkin, Kernberg & Somavia, 1998), which is a clinical assessment with
internal guidelines organized to evaluate personality organization.
The advantage of the clinical structural interview is that it allows a sophisticated clinician
to utilize accumulated clinical wisdom and intuition to take the interview into targeted areas. Its
disadvantage is limited reliability across interviewers and uneven coverage of all areas of
inquiry. The advantage of the STIPO is that it provides a framework within which the
interviewer can arrive at a reliable assessment of psychic structure and structural change.
We are not the first to operationalize and standardize a structural diagnosis from a
psychodynamic point of view. Sullivan wrote about the psychiatric interview in 1953/54. This
was followed by “The initial interview in psychiatric practice” (Gill, Newman, Redlich, 1954),
and the "Tavistock" interview (Balint & Balint, 1961). Other attempts followed, including “The
psychoanalytic initial interview” (Argelander, 1966), “The biographical case history of depth
psychology” (Duhrssen, 1972), “The psychiatric examination” (Kind, 1973). Most recently,
Weinryb (1991) constructed the “KAPP” interview to standardize the structural interview of
Kernberg.
The STIPO is a semi-structured interview that yields a dimensional assessment of the
domains of functioning central to Kernberg’s theory of personality organization: identity
consolidation; quality of object relations; use of primitive defenses; quality of aggression;
adaptive coping versus character rigidity; and moral values. The STIPO explores both the
patient's behavioral world and inner world. Phenomenology--the patient's work or interpersonal
behavior, for example--without information about the patient’s inner experience is limited as the
same behavior may have different meanings in two different individuals. The patient's inner
experience without a description of behavior can be misleading. The combination is both
informative and theoretically sound.
Whereas the STIPO is used to make dimensional assessments of personality, the STIPO
does not assess current or past symptoms (e.g., depression); other instruments such as the SCID1 (First, Spitzer, Gibbon, & Williams, 1996) can be used in conjunction with the STIPO for this
purpose. Rather, through the prism of object relations, the STIPO assesses the repetitive and
therefore structured manner in which the individual conceives of self and others in interaction.
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The Inventory of Personality Organization (IPO; Clarkin, Foelsch, & Kernberg, 2001) can be
used as a self-report screening instrument before the administration of the STIPO.
Dimensions of Personality Measured in the STIPO
Identity. Identity is a descriptor of both the organization and the contents of the
subject’s inner world. An integrated and stable inner experience of self and others is responsible
for the subjective sense of a cohesive self and also corresponds to the construct of identity, along
with its behavioral correlates such as a capacity for investment in work and in stable, intimate
relationships. Similarly, an unintegrated and unstable experience of self and others is
responsible for the subjective sense of not having a cohesive self and also corresponds to the
construct of identity diffusion, along with its behavioral correlates. Thus, a consolidated identity
corresponds to an inner world in which experiences of self and others are well integrated and
have depth and subtlety, i.e., have the qualities of “whole objects” and are relatively stable over
time. Identity diffusion corresponds to an inner world in which experiences of the self and
others are polarized, contradictory and superficial, i.e., have the quality of “part objects” and are
unstable.
Identity is assessed in the STIPO by examination of the individual’s capacity to invest in
work or studies and free time activities, and the degree of integration and stability of sense of
self, including the stability and general valence of self-esteem. Identity is also assessed by
examination of the subject’s sense of others, the degree of integration and stability in the
experience of others, along with the capacity to evaluate others in depth, beyond their transitory,
experienced behaviors, and to accurately perceive what others are feeling and thinking. The
presence of a poorly consolidated identity distinguishes the borderline level of organization from
the neurotic level of organization.
Quality of object relations. Quality of object relations refers both to the quality of the
subject’s interpersonal relationships and to the nature of the subject’s inner experience of self
and others in interaction. Intrapsychically, quality of object relations is described in terms of the
stability, degree of integration and depth of the subject’s inner experience of self and others in
interaction and in terms of the capacity for investment in relationships. Quality of object
relations is assessed in the STIPO by examining the nature and stability of interpersonal and
intimate relations, ability to combine tenderness with erotism, tendency to view relationships in
terms of need fulfillment, empathy and capacity to maintain a commitment to others over time.
Primitive Defenses. Primitive defenses, such as splitting, idealization/devaluation,
primitive denial, projective identification, somatization and fantasy are characteristic of
individuals with borderline personality organization. The STIPO assesses primitive defenses by
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inquiring about the conscious, subjective affective, cognitive and behavioral correlates of the use
of primitive defensive operations.
Coping and Rigidity. Defenses are the habitual reactions that the subject uses to ward
off anxiety. The STIPO assesses the use of both advanced and primitive defenses. Advanced
defenses, such as suppression and anticipation, and neurotic defenses, such as repression,
intellectualization, reaction formation and displacement, are the predominant defenses used by
individuals in the normal-neurotic range. Normals rely predominantly on advanced defenses,
which are both flexible and adaptive. Neurotics rely predominantly on neurotic defenses, which
are rigid, often cause psychological distress and are less adaptive than advanced defenses.
Coping refers to the individual’s capacity to flexibly and adaptively respond to situations
that are potentially stressful. An adaptive response, reflecting successful coping, will minimize
psychological distress while responding appropriately and constructively to external
circumstances. Rigidity refers to the chronic tendency to respond to potentially stressful
situations in an automatic and stereotyped way that is to some degree maladaptive. A
maladaptive response, reflecting character rigidity, causes psychological distress and does not
necessarily lead to an optimal response to external circumstances. The STIPO assesses coping
and rigidity by assessing how the individual anticipates and responds to stressful, challenging
and disappointing situations, as well as the degree to which the individual is able to tolerate
being in situations that are outside of his control.
Aggression. Quality of aggression refers to the extent to which the subject’s inner life
and external behavior are dominated by aggression and defenses against aggression. Aggression
is assessed in the STIPO by examining destructive and self-destructive behavior, sadism,
omnipotent control of others and hatred. It is predicted that the predominance of aggression will
correlate with primitive defenses and poor quality of object relations.
Moral Values. Moral values refers to the extent to which the subject has internalized
stable values and morals that affect his inner experience and guide his behavior. Morality and
values are assessed in the STIPO by examining the subject’s behavior in relation to moral
decision-making and the capacity for guilt.
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Differential Treatment Planning, Outcome Prediction
and Relation to Other Constructs
The STIPO content domains, particularly those considered the “core” of Kernberg’s
theory of personality organization, Identity, Quality of Object Relations, and Primitive Defenses,
are thought to be stable and meaningful descriptors of personality and a reliable way to predict
patients’ behavior in and suitability for treatment. In conjunction with an Axis I instrument such
as the SCID-1, the STIPO’s dimensional assessment of these domains can serve as the
cornerstone for empirically based differential treatment planning, guiding the clinician’s
selection among psychotherapeutic treatment options.
As described above, identity and quality of object relations are closely related constructs.
One crucial distinction, however, is that while identity remains stable over time, the quality of
object relations may be more fluid. Thus, it is expected that in the course of psychodynamic
treatment, a broad range of object relations will be activated in the treatment while the
underlying structural characteristics of the patient will remain relatively stable. (For example, a
neurotic patient in analysis may operate, transiently, in a world of part objects and become very
paranoid and controlling. But we would not expect this patient, even during a severe
transference regression, to develop identity diffusion.)
It is predicted that in the treatment of patients with personality disorders, dimensional
changes in quality of object relations and use of primitive defenses should precede evidence of
structural change. Thus, it is hypothesized that treatment works at the level of patients’ object
relations; it is by improving the quality of patients’ object relations that psychotherapeutic and
psychoanalytic treatments can lead to structural change. In this emphasis on quality of object
relations as the cutting edge of and the marker for personality change, our perspective is
consistent with the perspective of the contemporary Kleinian school of psychoanalysis. In our
emphasis on psychic structure and the centrality of psychic structure in diagnostic evaluation and
assessment of therapeutic outcome, our perspective is consistent with the perspective of
contemporary ego psychology.
An additional application of the STIPO is to examine the relationship between Identity,
use of Primitive Defenses, and Quality of Object Relations as assessed in the STIPO, and nearneighbor constructs such as attachment style, reflective functioning and psychological
mindedness, and personality disorder traits as assessed by measures linked to Axis II of the DSM
(e.g., the International Personality Disorders Examination [IPDE], Loranger, 1999).
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Scoring
Scoring of individual STIPO items
The STIPO is scored by the interviewer as it is administered. Each item is rated on a 0-2 scale,
with zero reflecting the absence of pathology in the characteristic being assessed by a given
question, two reflecting the clear presence of pathology in the characteristic being assessed, and
a score of 1 representing an intermediate status in which some pathology in the characteristic
being assessed is reflected in the response.
Scoring anchors are provided for each STIPO item to assist the interviewer in determining the
appropriate scoring (0, 1, or 2) of a response. These anchors include various features that are
characteristic of a 0, 1, or 2 response. Unless it is explicitly stated, the respondent is not
expected to manifest all of the features listed under a given anchor in order to score at that level.
We simply provide a listing of the features that could, in various combinations, constitute a
response at that level. When evaluating any of those characteristics and trying to distinguish, for
example, a score of 1 from a 2, the interviewer should consider the frequency, intensity or
severity, and pervasiveness of the particular behavior or feeling being assessed. Given that
information, it is up to the interviewer to use his or her judgment in determining the score.
For some STIPO items a score of 3 can be recorded. A score of 3 has different implications for
different STIPO items, but can indicate that the subject either: did not answer the question;
failed, after repeated clarifications, to understand the question; or, responded to the question in a
manner that was incoherent, highly superficial, or internally inconsistent.
For some STIPO items a score of 9 can be recorded, indicating that the item has been skipped.
For example, items one through four pertain to the area of work; if a respondent has not been
working during the past five years, these questions should be skipped, and a 9 recorded as the
response for each. Similarly, question 36 assesses intimacy and interdependency in one’s
intimate relationships; if the respondent reported having no significant intimate / romantic
relationships in the past five years (question 35), then question 36 should be skipped with a 9
recorded as the response.
Domain scores calculated by mean-of-items
Scores for each STIPO domain and subscale are calculated by averaging the 0-2 scores for the
items in that particular domain or subscale.
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Domain scores calculated through 5-point rating scales
In addition to the calculation of domain and subscale scores by taking the mean of items in that
domain or subscale, the interviewer also completes a 5-point rating for each domain, and several
additional subscales, of the interview. The 5-point scales define the range of health and
pathology for each section being rated. For example, an examinee with a score of 1 on the
Quality of Object Relations Scale would have described, across the various questions in the
Object Relations section of the interview, strong, enduring and satisfying object relations, not
viewed in terms of need fulfillment, and would demonstrate the ability to combine sexuality and
intimacy. In contrast, an examinee with a score of 5 on the same scale would have described a
severe paucity of attachments, a view of relationships based strictly on need fulfillment, little
capacity for empathy, and little to no capacity to sustain interest or commitment to others across
time.
The 5-point scales are rated by the interviewer after the last question in a given section has been
administered. The interviewer is instructed to use his or her clinical impression of the examinee,
based on responses to STIPO questions, the examinee’s non-verbal behavior during the
interview, and the interviewer’s clinical sense of the of the examinee, bearing in mind factors
that appear evident during the interview but that might not be manifest in the examinee’s verbal
responses. Also, in contrast to the mean-of-items scoring method, in which each STIPO item is
given equal weight in the scoring, the 5-point ratings allow the interviewer, based on his or her
clinical judgment, to differentially weight items within a given domain in calculating the 5-point
rating.
In summary, there are currently two systems for calculating STIPO domain and subscale scores.
Each is based on ratings made by the interviewer while the interview is being administered.
Pilot data collected to date suggest that the 5-point ratings are highly correlated with the meanof-item scores, and a method for the integration of these two systems is currently under
development.
Interviewer Qualifications and Training
The STIPO is designed to be administered by experienced, psychoanalytically-oriented
psychiatrists and psychologists and those with comparable training. Competent administration of
the STIPO requires familiarity with the constructs underlying assessment of personality
organization, notably normal and pathological identity formation and higher-level and primitive
defensive operations. It is presumed that those who administer the STIPO are already well
trained as clinical interviewers and have experience administering semi-structured interviews.
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STIPO Interview Instructions
I am going to ask a number of questions about you life situation and your personality
characteristics. Please answer these questions as openly and honestly as possible. In answering the
questions, we ask that you respond as you generally have been during the last five years.

In the last 5 years, have there been times when you have not been your “normal self,” due to
psychiatric difficulties such as bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, or drug or alcohol abuse? Where
you weren’t functioning as your “normal self”?

If yes, how much of the time during the past 5 years were you affected by these difficulties
and not your “normal self”?

Would you say that you were functioning in a way that was drastically different from your
normal self during that time?

Probe for: hospitalizations, loss of jobs or relationships, interruptions of jobs or
schooling, etc..

Finally, before we start the interview, I should tell you that this is in some ways like an interview
and discussion, and in other ways not. I will be asking you lots of questions, and I will then listen
to your responses. In some cases, I may ask you additional questions to clarify your responses, and
in some cases, I may actually stop you when you’re speaking – I’ll generally do this because I have
all the information that I need, and because I’m concerned about us being able go get through the
entire interview. Do you have any questions?
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Capacity to Invest
Tell me how you have spent the majority of your time in the past 5 years; for example, have you
been working full-time, part-time, have you been a student?
Investment in Work
What kind of voluntary or paid work have you done in the past 5 years?
Probe: full-time / part time, average number of hours per week, etc..
1.

How effective are you in your work?

Idinv1

Probe: for performance reviews, raises, whether respondent supports him or
herself through work.

Work
Effectiveness

Would you say that your performance in work is significantly below your ability
or potential, or that it is pretty much up to your capability?
Is your work below or above the level of your education?
0=

Perceives self as being effective in work: works largely up to potential and at a
level commensurate with education

1=

Perceives self as being less than optimally effective: works at a level that is
somewhat below potential or level of education

2=

Significant to severe impairment in the domain of work: perceives self as being
largely to entirely ineffective, and/or as working well below potential and level
of education

9=

No significant work role during past 5 years – question skipped
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2.

How stable are you in your work?

Idinv2

Do you miss work frequently; in the past month, for example, how many days of
work did you miss?

Work
Stability

When you do have to miss work, what generally is the reason?
(How much time do you miss for those reasons?)

Have there been periods of time in the past 5 years when you were not working
or in school?
0=

Work is stable: absences limited to non-psychiatric illnesses, planned vacation,
or other expectable reasons

1=

Work is somewhat unstable: reports absences that are not due to physical
illness or vacation; perhaps switches jobs frequently; may have frequent
absences due to physical illness, but does not significantly impair work
performance

2=

Work is unstable: work may be sporadic, with more days missed than worked;
frequent job changes, with brief stays with a given job

9=

No significant work role during past 5 years -- question skipped
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3.

How important is work to you? Would you say that you are ambitious with
respect to work and career; what are your goals with respect to work?

Idinv3
Work
Ambition/goals

How realistic would you say those goals are? Have you been effective at
meeting your work goals?
How stable have your work goals and ambitions been – do they frequently
change?
Over the past 5 years has your work corresponded to your goals?
0=

Has clear occupational ambitions / goals: correspondence between work and life
goals

1=

Occupational goals / ambitions are less than clear: may be invested and
consistent in work, but sees it strictly as a “means to an end”, with little sense of
goals and/or ambition; may demonstrate ambition, but in context of unrealistic
goals, or ineffectiveness in meeting goals

2=

Cannot identify clear occupational goals / ambitions: no ambition; little to no
correspondence between work and professional and life goals

9=

No significant work role during past 5 years -- question skipped
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4.

Do you enjoy working?

Idinv4

Does working give you a sense of satisfaction, accomplishment?

Work
Satisfaction

Does it give you some sense of pride and satisfaction just “doing a job well”?

0=

Obtains clear satisfaction and enjoyment from work

1=

Somewhat dissatisfied with work: obtains some satisfaction / gratification from
work; enjoyment derived from work is minimal; may see work as a means to an
end, with little intrinsic reward

2=

Significant to severe, and / or chronic dissatisfaction with work: little to no sense
of gratification / satisfaction / enjoyment in work; may resent having to work

9=

No significant work role during past 5 years -- question skipped
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Investment in Studies
What formal schooling have you engaged in during the past 5 years?
Probe: Full- or part-time, how long in school, etc.
5.

How effective are you in your studies?

Idinv5

How are your grades? Are you able to meet deadlines?
Do you achieve up to your potential?

Studies
Effectiveness

What is the feedback you have generally received about your academic work
(generally positive or negative)?
0=

Effective in studies: meets deadlines; achieves up to potential in terms of grades;
across the majority of educational endeavors; receives positive feedback

1=

Somewhat ineffective in studies: may be effective in some but ineffective in
others; feedback on academic performance is mixed

2=

Ineffective in studies: drops out, fails to complete courses or perform to
expectations in majority of efforts

9=

No significant role as a student during past 5 years -- question skipped
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6.

How stable are you in your studies?

Idinv6

Have there been breaks in your education that were not planned?

Studies
Stability

Have you had to take incompletes in any of your courses?
If yes, why?
0=

Stable in educational endeavors: remains in school, no drop outs for reasons
other than unexpected, unusual circumstances

1=

Somewhat unstable in educational endeavors: evidence of some instability in
educational endeavors as an adult, e.g., pattern of being in and out of
enrollment, working slower than intended towards a degree

2=

Unstable in educational endeavors: drop outs: frequently starts and stops
educational endeavors; switches degree programs; failure to complete courses
in timely fashion such that goal attainment is highly doubtful

9=

No significant role as a student during past 5 years -- question skipped
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7.

Do you enjoy your studies and get satisfaction from them?

Idinv7

Do you enjoy learning?

StudiesSatisfaction
0=

Enjoys studies: derives clear sense of intrinsic satisfaction from work and study

1=

Some lack of enjoyment in studies: satisfaction and gratification is muted; some
sense of indifference, cynicism, or of seeing studies as simply a means to an end

2=

Dislikes or is strongly indifferent to studies: little to no sense of intrinsic
gratification or enjoyment; sees studies strictly as a means to an end

9=

No significant role as a student during past 5 years -- question skipped
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8.

How important are your studies to you?

Idinv8

Do your studies correspond to what you want to do in life professionally, do
they correspond to your goals?

Studies
ambition / goals

Note. Ask the following questions only if you have not asked questions 1-4,
Investment in Work.
Do you have a clear sense of what you would like to accomplish
professionally, of your professional goals and aspirations?
Do your professional goals and aspirations shift frequently, or have they been
stable for a longer period of time?
If questions 1-4 were already asked, question 8 can be scored with the same
response to question 3.
0=

Studies correspond to professional and / or life goals. NOTE: this may
include the “liberal arts” undergraduate student who may or may know what
he or she wishes to do after graduating, yet articulates the importance of a
“well rounded” education for future success

1=

Studies have a tenuous relation to professional goals: goals may be somewhat
unstable

2=

Studies have little to no relation to professional and / or life goals: respondent
has no sense of professional / life goals; goals may shift frequently; may
articulate no goals for which an education is clearly needed

9

No significant role as a student during past 5 years -- question skipped
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Investment in Recreation
9.

On the weekends, or in your free time, what interests do you pursue?

Idinv9

Are you engaged in activities that involve a considerable amount of your time?

Recreation

If the respondent cannot identify any such activity, prompt with the following:

Presence of
sustained
interests

For example, do you have any hobbies that you spend time developing, such as a
learning or playing a musical instrument, a craft or artistic hobby, a regular
engagement in a sporting activity, or any such activities?
What about cultural activities, regularly going to the theatre or musical events, or
involvement in a regular way in religious activities?
What about regular volunteer activities, or involvement in political activities?
Choose the one or two most significant activities, and, for each, probe:
How long have they been engaged in the activity, time spent engaged in the
activity, consistency of involvement, seriousness of interest, efforts to increase
knowledge of that activity or interest (e.g., taking classes or lessons, reading
about the activity or interest).
How stable is your involvement in ________ and ________; are they activities
that you regularly put time into, or activities that you do once in a while?
0=

Sound investment in recreational activities: as one or more activities/ areas of
interest involving regular engagement as described above

1=

Some investment in recreational activity: activity / interests are identified but
participation / interest is not consistent over the long-term; makes little effort to
ensure consistent involvement; participates sporadically even during “active
periods”; reports that interest waxes and wanes

2=

Little to no significant investment in recreational activity: interests shift
significantly and frequently; infrequent or superficial participation even during
“active” periods; may report having no activities / interests with any
measurable, regular investment of time or effort; workaholic who “does not have
time” for recreational engagement scores a 2
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10.

Are you the kind of person who tends to pick up hobbies and interests and then
drop them?

Idinv10
Recreation

Have you had several activities or hobbies that you were at one time really
interested and involved in, that you later became disinterested in and dropped?

Picks up and
drops

If yes, please describe.
0=

Consistent engagement in identified activities over time: consistent participation
in the activity during “active periods” as indicated by a 0 on item #9

1=

Somewhat inconsistent engagement in recreational activity: picks up and drops
activities with little sustained interest in them over time, and in the absence of a
clear area of recreational investment

2=

Significant to severe instability in recreational engagement: interests may shift
significantly and frequently: may report having no activities / interests

Note: A respondent who scores a 0 on question #9 automatically scores a 0
on # 10 as the capacity to invest in recreation has been confirmed.
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11.

If there is a specific, identified recreational activity indicated on item #9,

Idinv11

Is your interest in _____ satisfying?

Recreation

Do you enjoy ______ and feel a sense of satisfaction from your
participation in ______?

Satisfaction

If not, why do you continue to be involved in those interests and
activities? Do you feel you do them for yourself?
If there is no specific, identified recreational activity indicated on item #9,
In what other ways do you occupy your free time?
Do you have lots of unstructured time that you don’t know what to do with or
would you say you keep yourself occupied?
Is your free, recreational time satisfying to you?
0=

Recreational time is generally structured and satisfying: engagement in
identified activities or time spent with friends; may report having little ‘free’
time because respondent is so engaged socially or in recreational activity

1=

Ambivalent about the activities: some pleasure and enjoyment, but perhaps also
sees the engagement as a chore or obligation; may not endorse ambivalence
about activity, but may describe superficial investment, as indicated by a 1 on
question #9

2=

Recreational time is unstructured or unsatisfying: not invested in significant
activities as described on #9 above; may report having lots of unstructured free
time with no productive social or recreational engagement; no satisfaction in
recreational time; may report engagement in activities or social obligations but
with no sense of pleasure / satisfaction from the activities, experiencing them as
a chore and with little to no intrinsic enjoyment; the “workaholic” who has not
free / recreational time
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Sense of self – coherence and continuity

Questions 12 - 14
12. Superficiality versus Depth
I want to shift gears a little bit here and ask you some questions about yourself as a
person….about your personality. Tell me about yourself, what are you like as a person? Let’s
say that you wanted me to get to know you as quickly as possible, in just a few minutes – how
would you describe yourself to me so that I get a live and full of picture of the kind of person
you are?
If initial response does not rate a “0”, Is there anything else you can tell me about what
is most characteristic of you, about your essence as a person?
If respondent provides:
1. A list of Adjectives, “you’ve used several adjectives to describe yourself: I’m
wondering if you could fill in your description a bit, perhaps bringing it to life
with an example or story that illustrates some of those qualities.” Note: elicit two
examples as needed.
2. A superficial description, inquire about one or more of the adjectives or
qualities offered, and ask if the respondent can describe those qualities in greater
detail.
13. Ambivalence
The interviewer should choose one admirable and one less-admirable quality identified above,
and for each ask:
“You described yourself as “___”; can you describe for me how you are like “_____”; if
it would help, perhaps you provide an example or a story that illustrates this quality.”
Note: If the respondent cannot speak with clarity / depth about the first negative quality of the
self, inquire about a second negative quality. If the respondent cannot speak with clarity / depth
about the second negative quality, then score a 2. Repeat the same procedure for two positive
qualities as needed.
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14. Reflective functioning
For each of the qualities identified in question #13 ask:
“Why do you think you are _____? What is your theory about why you are like that?
“How did you come to be someone who is ______?”
(If respondent answers with a literal or reductionistic response, e.g., “I don’t know, I guess
because my father is like that,”, then ask: “I wonder how it is that you became like your father;
how did that quality become part of you?”)
12.

0=

Describes self with subtlety, depth and self-awareness: easy for respondent to
elaborate multiple, diverse qualities; narrative quality

Self
Description

1=

Somewhat superficial description of self: some poverty in descriptors of self;
tends towards list of adjectives with little elaboration, narration

Superficiality
Versus Depth

2=

Superficial description of self: little subtlety or depth; significant poverty in
descriptors of self; list of adjectives with no elaboration; little to no narrative
quality

13.

0=

Can provide realistic, elaborated descriptions of both positive and negative
qualities of the self: little to no sense of being guarded or defensive; appears
comfortable discussing positive / desirable, and negative / less than desirable
qualities

Self
Description

1=

Difficulty seeing self as whole object: may be able to discuss both positive and
negative qualities, but descriptions may be lacking in depth; may have
considerably more difficulty describing the positive or negative qualities of self;
response may be defensive, or demonstrate discomfort talking about either
positive or negative qualities

Ambivalence

2=

No ability to see self as whole object: marked difficulty describing either the
positive or negative qualities of the self, or both; may demonstrate marked
defensiveness in speaking about positive or negative qualities

Idcc1

Idcc2
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14.

0=

Ability to articulate a theory of his or her personality and inner mental life: can
elaborate hypotheses linking personal history to current personality; can suggest
well reasoned, if potential, causes for current dispositions and tendencies;
articulates theories that seem plausible and realistic

Self
Description

1=

Contains some self-reflective capacity: this capacity may be lacking in depth or
subtlety; theories articulated may lack plausibility or a sense of being real;
theories may be characterized by externalization

Reflective
Functioning

2=

Little to no ability to reflect on inner mental life: reflection is characterized
significantly by externalization or reductionism (e.g., “I’m sad because my
parents were terrible to me”; “I’m depressed because it’s in my genes”)

Idcc3
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15.
Idcc4
Self
Consistency
across time

If you look back over the past 5 years would you say that you have a continuous
sense of yourself moving through time, or does it feel like a series of different
selves moving through your life?
When you look back on yourself as you were yesterday, and as you were a week
ago, does your sense of who you are feel the same or different?
(When you look back on events from the recent past, do you feel connected to
that person who experienced those events; does the passage of time, or series of
events feel like a steady flow, or would you say that it feels choppy or broken
up?)
If choppy / discontinuous can you give me an example of how your life
feels discontinuous or choppy?
0=

Continuity in sense of self across time: same person, changed by experience

1=

Somewhat discontinuous sense of self across time: some ability, however, to see
oneself as continuous, working towards coherence in sense of self across time

2=

Little to no sense of continuity in sense of self across time: elaborated with clear
examples of discontinuity

3=

Highly superficial response; response is overtly internally inconsistent and
poorly integrated; cannot reflect upon or understand the question; does not
answer the question or does so incoherently
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16.

Do you see yourself as someone who has definite opinions or feelings about
things; for example, moral or political views, or other opinions?

Idcc5

Would you say that you look to see what opinions other people hold and that
you tend to take those opinions on as your own, or are your opinions pretty
clear to you?

Self
Tastes/Opinions

If opinions are borrowed, does a particular example of this come to
mind?
What about your tastes and preferences: for example, if you’re ordering food
in a restaurant, are you pretty clear about what you like or are you one to let
others decide for you?
What about clothing: when you go shopping to you have a clear sense of what
style you’re drawn to? Are you clear about the kinds of things you like to
wear?
Do you find that your tastes, preferences, or opinions change significantly from
day to day or from week to week?
0=

Has strong sense of his or her own opinions / tastes: has own opinions, but is
open to influence by others

1=

Some instability or lack of authenticity in tastes, preferences, opinions: can
give at least some examples in which opinions / tastes of others are taken as
one’s own

2=

Unstable, inauthentic sense of personal tastes, preferences: little to no sense of
his or her own preferences or opinions; tastes / preferences may change
significantly and frequently, perhaps according to social demands, i.e., taking
on the tastes / opinions of others

3=

Highly superficial response; response is overtly internally inconsistent and
poorly integrated; cannot reflect upon or understand the question; does not
answer the question or does so incoherently
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17.

Would you say that you come across like a different person to your different
friends so that they have a different sense of who you are as a person?

idcc6
Self

(Note: if necessary, clarify that this is not about a behavior changing, but a
different sense of who you are).

Consistent
Sense of Self
In Present

Would you say that you feel different about yourself, about who you are as a
person, across different situations or depending on who you’re with?
Would you say that you come across to the same person in very different ways at
different times?
If yes,
Would they still recognize you as yourself?
Can you explain what you mean, perhaps providing an example?
0=

Consistent sense of self across situations

1=

Somewhat inconsistent sense of self, varying across situations

2=

Marked shifts in sense of self across situations: more globally unstable than in
response #1

3=

Highly superficial response; response is overtly internally inconsistent and
poorly integrated; cannot reflect upon or understand the question; does not
answer the question or does so incoherently
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18.
idcc7
Self
Time Alone

Do you enjoy spending time alone – would you say that it makes you feel free
and relaxed to be alone, or do you tend to become anxious, or confused about
who you are?
Would you say that being alone makes it difficult for you to hold onto a sense of
yourself and of who you are as a person?
If yes, can you explain to me what you mean by that?
(Do you ever make plans or do things with people whom you don’t necessarily
want to be with in order to avoid being alone?)
0=

Little to no discomfort / anxiety spending time alone: no loss of sense of self in
spending time alone

1=

Some discomfort or anxiety associated with being alone: minor avoidance of
being alone

2=

Being alone leads to severe discomfort and/or anxiety: takes active steps to
avoid being alone

3=

Highly superficial response; response is overtly internally inconsistent and
poorly integrated; cannot reflect upon or understand the question; does not
answer the question or does so incoherently
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19.
idcc8

In the course of an intimate relationship ( / your marriage), or as one begins to
develop, do you tend to “lose yourself,” your sense of who you are or of what is
important to you, in the relationship?

Self
In intimate
relationships

If yes, can you explain how this typically happens to you, perhaps using a
recent relationship (/your marriage) as an example?
In the course of an intimate relationship (/ your marriage), is it hard to maintain a
sense of your own interests, tastes, attitudes, or opinions; do you tend to take on
those of your partner?
If yes, is that just “being flexible” or adapting to your partner, or does it
feel like your own interests, tastes, and sense of self get lost?
0=

No loss or diminishment in sense of self in context of intimate relationship as
described above

1=

Some sense self being compromised or lost in context of an intimate relationship:
sense of self in this context is not entirely secure

2=

Significant to severe loss of sense of self in context of an intimate relationship:
“I don’t fear losing myself because I don’t have a clear sense of self”

3=

Highly superficial response; response is overtly internally inconsistent and
poorly integrated; cannot reflect upon or understand the question; does not
answer the question or does so incoherently

9=

Question skipped because no significant intimate relationships in last 5 years;
Highly superficial response; cannot reflect upon or understand the question;
does not answer the question
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20.

Does your self-esteem depend a lot on how you are seen by others, or would you
say that your self esteem comes from inside of you?

idcc9

Do you compare yourself to others a lot?
Self

If yes, would you say that your self-esteem changes a lot in response to
how you compare to others?

Self Esteem

If yes to either of the above, can you describe to me how your selfesteem change in response to external feedback or comparisons to
others, perhaps using an example?
Probe for: typicality, severity in shift of self-esteem, duration of shift /
return to baseline.
Would you say that there are significant swings or shifts in your sense of selfesteem or that it is pretty stable?
If unstable,
Describe for me the different feelings you shift between.
Are those changes simply changes in your mood that last for a little
while, or does external feedback affect your self-esteem over a longer
period of time?
0=

Self-esteem is secure, internally-derived, resilient, and stable: normal variations
in self-esteem (feels inferior or intimidated when confronted with a
“supermodel” or “genius”); bounces back from brief setbacks / injuries to selfesteem quickly

1=

Self-esteem is somewhat secure and stable, but vulnerable to fluctuations in
response to external circumstances / feedback

2=

Self-esteem is unstable / insecure: highly dependent upon external feedback;
highly unstable, or enduringly negative based on perception of low selfvaluation by others

3=

Highly superficial response; response is overtly internally inconsistent and
poorly integrated; cannot reflect upon or understand the question; does not
answer the question or does so incoherently
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Representation of Others
Who is the most important person in your present life, excluding people from the family you
grew up in, and your children (and your therapist).
21. Superficiality versus Depth
Tell me about ___, what ____ like as a person? Let’s say that you wanted me to get to know
____ as quickly as possible, in just a few minutes – how would you describe ____ to me so that I
get a live and full of picture of the kind of person ____ is?
If initial response does not rate a “0”, Is there anything else you can tell me about what
is most characteristic of ____, about ___’s essence as a person?
If respondent provides:
1. A list of Adjectives, “you’ve used several adjectives to describe ____: I’m
wondering if you could fill in your description a bit, perhaps bringing it to life
with an example or story that illustrates some of those qualities.” Note: elicit two
examples as needed.
2. A superficial description, inquire about one or more of the adjectives or
qualities offered, and ask if the respondent can describe those qualities in greater
detail.
22. Ambivalence
The interviewer should choose one admirable and one less-admirable quality identified above,
and for each ask:
“You described ____ as “___”; can you describe for me how ______ is like “_____”; if it would
help, perhaps you provide an example or a story that illustrates this quality.”
Note: Repeat this probe for at least one positive and one negative quality identified in the initial
inquiry. If the respondent cannot speak with clarity / depth about the first negative quality of the
identified individual, inquire about a second negative quality. If the respondent cannot speak
with clarity / depth about the second negative quality, then score a 2. Repeat the same procedure
for two positive qualities as needed.
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23. Reflective functioning
For each of the qualities identified in question #22 ask:
“Why do you think that ____ is _____; what’s your theory about why ___ is like that?
“How did ___ come to be someone who is ______?”
(If respondent answers with a literal or reductionistic response, e.g., “I don’t know, I guess
because ____’s father is like that,”, then ask: “Well I wonder how it is that _____ became like
____’s father; how did that quality become part of _____?”)

21.

0=

Describes other with subtlety, depth and self-awareness: easy for respondent to
elaborate multiple, diverse qualities; narrative quality

1=

Somewhat superficial description of other: some poverty in descriptors of other;
tends towards list of adjectives with little elaboration, narration; narcissistic,
self-referential (we have a lot in common, we’re very similar)

Superficiality
versus Depth

2=

Superficial description of other: little subtlety or depth; significant poverty in
descriptors of other; list of adjectives with no elaboration; little to no narrative
quality; highly narcissistic and/or self-referential

22.

0=

Realistic, elaborated descriptions of both positive and negative qualities of the
other: little to no sense of being guarded or defensive; appears comfortable
discussing positive / desirable, and negative / less than desirable qualities

1=

Some difficulty seeing other as whole object: may be able to discuss both
positive and negative qualities, but descriptions may be lacking in depth; may
have considerably more difficulty describing either the positive or the negative
qualities of the other; response may be overly defensive

2=

No ability to see other as whole object: marked difficulty describing either the
positive or negative qualities of the other, or both; may demonstrate marked
defensiveness in speaking about positive or negative qualities

idso1
Other
Description of
significant
other:

Idso2

Other
Description of
significant
other:
Ambivalence
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23.

0=

Ability to articulate a theory of the other’s personality and inner mental life: can
elaborate hypotheses linking the identified individual’s history to his or her
current personality; can suggest well reasoned, if potential, causes for current
dispositions and tendencies; articulates theories that seem plausible and
realistic

1=

Some sense of reflection related to inner mental life of the other: this capacity
may be lacking in depth or subtlety; theories articulated may lack plausibility or
a sense of being real; theories may be characterized by externalization

2=

Little to no ability to reflect on inner mental life: reflection is characterized
significantly by externalization or reductionism (e.g., “I’m sad because my
parents were terrible to me”; “I’m depressed because it’s in my genes”)

Idso3

Other
Description of
significant
other:
Reflective
Functioning
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24.

Idso4
Other
Assessing
Others

Is it confusing for you when you’re trying to figure out what other people are
thinking or feeling?
Do you read other people accurately? Are you able to understand well what
people are feeling or thinking based on their behavior, or on the way they act?
Do you find that you misjudge others; for example, do you misinterpret other
people’s emotions or find that the things you think would be just the right thing
to say end up hurting or offending others?
If yes:
Does a specific example of this come to mind?
Is this the case in all or most situations, with all or most people, or
is it more limited, for example, to specific people like parents,
friends, significant others?
Note: this question does not address how the subject perceives other people’s
feelings about him or her. This is addressed in question #25.
0=

Reports being consistently able to judge people’s feelings from their actions:
does not generally misread others feelings

1=

Some difficulty judging people’s feelings: may report getting an accurate
“read” on some people but not others, or perhaps some people on some
occasions but not others, e.g., may be good with friends, colleagues, and peers,
but experiences difficulty assessing thoughts/feelings of others in context of
romantic relationships

2=

Significant to severe difficulties getting an accurate “read” on people across
majority of relationships and domains of respondent’s life: inability or
significant difficulty judging someone’s feelings by their actions

3=

Highly superficial response; response is overtly internally inconsistent and
poorly integrated; cannot reflect upon or understand the question; does not
answer the question or does so incoherently
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25.

Are you unsure about how others view you?

Idso5

Is it hard for you to figure out what people think about you, what qualities in you
they appreciate or dislike?

Other
Other’s
Judgments

Do you have the experience of being surprised to find out how people really feel
about you?
If yes,
Does a particular example of this come to mind?
Do you experience this sense of uncertainty about how others
view you even with people who know you very well?
Is this a source of difficulty for you, is it something that causes
excessive anxiety or worry?
0=

Accurately judges how others perceive or feel about him or her most of the time:
little to no preoccupation with or fear of people’s opinions rapidly changing

1=

Some difficulty assessing how others view respondent: accurately judges how he
or she is being perceived in some relationships but not others; preoccupation
with fears of people’s opinions of him or her changing rapidly

2=

Significant to severe and pervasive difficulty estimating how others view self:
consistent preoccupation with a fear of people’s opinions of him or her changing
rapidly and unpredictably

3=

Highly superficial response; response is overtly internally inconsistent and
poorly integrated; cannot reflect upon or understand the question; does not
answer the question or does so incoherently
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26.

Do you find that people’s responses to you surprise you, for example, do you
have the experience of people becoming angry or upset with you without you
knowing why?

Idso6
Other
Social Reality
Testing

Do you find that friends tell you, after the fact, that you caused other people to be
uncomfortable or embarrassed in some way, or that you offended others without
you having being aware of it?

0=

Infrequent misreading of social cues as described above

1=

Some misreading of social cues as described above

2=

Regular to frequent misreading of social cues as described above: may be
infrequent but the lapses in social judgment have significant consequences

3=

Highly superficial response; response is overtly internally inconsistent and
poorly integrated; cannot reflect upon or understand the question; does not
answer the question or does so incoherently
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Tell me about the family you grew up in; who were the people in your family, are they still
living?
Can you pick one person from your family who played an important role in your development as
a person?
Note: If respondent has difficulty identifying someone, ask if they can think of someone who
played a significant role in their lives when they were growing up, not necessarily limited to a
parent or relative, but whomever they feel played an important role in their development.
27. Superficiality versus Depth
Tell me about ___, what ____ like as a person? Let’s say that you wanted me to get to know
____ as quickly as possible, in just a few minutes – how would you describe ____ to me so that I
get a live and full of picture of the kind of person ____ is?
If initial response does not rate a “0”, Is there anything else you can tell me about what
is most characteristic of ___, about ___’s essence as a person?
If respondent provides:
1. A list of Adjectives, “you’ve used several adjectives to describe ___: I’m
wondering if you could fill in your description a bit, perhaps bringing it to life
with an example or story that illustrates some of those qualities.” Note: elicit two
examples as needed.
2. A superficial description, inquire about one or more of the adjectives or
qualities offered, and ask if the respondent can describe those qualities in greater
detail.
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28. Ambivalence
Pick one admirable and one less-admirable quality identified above, and for each ask:
“You described ____ as “___”; can you describe for me how ______ is like “_____”; if it would
help, perhaps you provide an example or a story that illustrates this quality.”
Note: Repeat this probe for at least one positive and one negative quality identified in the initial
inquiry. If the respondent cannot speak with clarity / depth about the first negative quality of the
identified individual, inquire about a second negative quality. If the respondent cannot speak
with clarity / depth about the second negative quality, then score a 2. Repeat the same procedure
for two positive qualities as needed.
29. Reflective functioning
For each of the qualities identified in question #22 ask:
“Why do you think that ____ is _____; what’s your theory about why ___ is like that?
“How did ___ come to be someone who is ______?”
(If respondent answers with a literal or reductionistic response, e.g., “I don’t know, I guess
because ____’s father is like that,”, then ask: “Well I wonder how it is that _____ became like
____’s father; how did that quality become part of _____?”)
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27.

0=

Describes other with subtlety, depth and self-awareness: easy for respondent to
elaborate multiple, diverse qualities; narrative quality

1=

Somewhat superficial description of other: some poverty in descriptors of other;
tends towards list of adjectives with little elaboration, narration

Superficiality
versus Depth

2=

Superficial description of other: little subtlety or depth; significant to severe poverty
in descriptors of other; list of adjectives with no elaboration; little to no narrative
quality

28.

0=

Realistic, elaborated descriptions of both positive and negative qualities of the other:
little to no sense of being guarded or defensive; appears comfortable discussing
positive / desirable, and negative / less than desirable qualities

1=

Difficulty seeing other as whole object: may be able to discuss both positive and
negative qualities, but descriptions may be lacking in depth; may have considerably
more difficulty describing either the positive or the negative qualities of the other;
response may be overly defensive

Ambivalence

2=

No ability to see other as whole object: marked difficulty describing either the
positive or negative qualities of the other, or both; may demonstrate marked
defensiveness in speaking about positive or negative qualities

29.

0=

Ability to articulate a theory of the other’s personality and inner mental life: can
elaborate hypotheses linking the identified individual’s history to his or her current
personality; can suggest well reasoned, if potential, causes for current dispositions
and tendencies; articulates theories that seem plausible and realistic

1=

Some reflective capacity related to the mental life of others: this capacity may be
lacking in depth or subtlety; theories articulated may lack plausibility or a sense of
being real; theories may be characterized by externalization

2=

Little to no ability to reflect on the mental life of others: reflection is characterized
significantly by externalization or reductionism (e.g., “I’m sad because my parents
were terrible to me”; “I’m depressed because it’s in my genes”)

idso7
Other
Description
Family of
Origin:

Idso8
Other
Description
Family of
Origin:

Idso9

Other
Description
Family of
Origin:
Reflective
Functioning
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SECTION 2: OBJECT RELATIONS
Interpersonal relationship
30.

Do you have close friends?

Obrel1

(Note: This question assesses the presence of friends, excluding spouses,
girlfriends / boyfriends, and siblings, children.)

Interpersonal
relationships

If yes, Can you tell me about two of your closest friends and your
relationships with them?

Close
friendships

Probe: for each of the close friends identified, inquire about:
Duration of the friendship;
Mode and frequency of contact, e.g., by phone or in person; and,
Consistency of contact over time, e.g., in and out of touch?
0=

At least 2 close friends, as characterized by duration, frequency / regularity of
contact over past 5 years

1=

No more than 1 close friend who is not a family member, or presence of several
friendships with impoverished descriptions according to the above criteria

2=

No relationship meeting any of the qualities of duration, frequency of contact, as
described above
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31.

For each of the friendships identified in #30,

Obrel2

Tell me about your friendship; what do you share with one another that makes it
a friendship?

Interpersonal
Relationships

Do you share the more intimate details of your life, your successes and joys, as
well as your disappointments, difficulties, fears with ____?

Depth of close
friendships

Does ____ share the intimate details of his/her life, his/her ups and downs,
feelings with you?
If yes, can you give me an example of something deeply personal that
you recently shared with one of your close friends?
0=

Sound capacity for in-depth friendships: able to share intimate details of one’s
life with close friends; intimacy is reciprocated in these relationships

1=

Capacity for friendships, but with clear limitation in depth / intimacy: difficulties
with intimate self-disclosure; may report non-reciprocal relationships in terms
of either commitment or disclosure

2=

Severe limitations in qualities of depth / intimacy in friendships: no relationships
in which reciprocal intimate self-disclosure is reported
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32.

Are your friendships in general prone to conflict, fights, falling outs, or other
types of volatility?

Obrel3
Interpersonal
relationships

Are there other types of difficulties that you experience in your friendships
(chronic and severe deception, manipulativeness, or dishonesty)?
If yes, can you describe the types of problems you experience with your
close friends?

Problems /
Volatility
0=

Conflicts with close friends are infrequent and minor: no major fights / falling
outs; friendship recover from conflicts

1=

Some conflicts with close friends: some periods of falling out, volatility, or
stress, but the relationships are resilient, with repair and recovery common

2=

Serious conflicts with close friends: regular volatility, falling outs, and fighting;
common to most or all of the respondent’s relationships; friendships regularly
do not recover from conflicts / volatility

9=

Question skipped – no close friendships identified in question #28
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33.

Obrel4
Interpersonal
Relationships
Friends’
unavailability

How do you cope with periods when they are not available to you in the ways
you’re used to? For example, if a close friend goes away on a long vacation, has
a big project at work, becomes involved in a new romantic relationship, or for
some other reason cannot be available to you in the way that you’re used to what is that like for you?
How do you act and react to your friend under those circumstances?
Do your feelings about your friend change under those circumstances; do you get
angry or resentful?
Do these kinds of stresses happen frequently in your friendships?
0=

Resilient to temporary decreases in the availability of friends: may report feeling
lonely or missing the friend’s company, or mild irritation, but feelings about the
friendship remain intact; little change in overt behavior or feelings toward
friend; respondent does not become angry or resentful as described

1=

Somewhat vulnerable to temporary decreases in the availability of friends:
changes in behavior and / or inward feeling toward friend; may describe feelings
resentful or angry and withdrawing from friendship as a result; friendships are
generally maintained through this process

2=

Significant to severe vulnerability to temporary decreases in the availability of
friends: marked changes in overt behavior toward friend and in internal feeling
toward friend; may report this as a relatively constant stressor; anger,
resentment, compensatory withdrawal, paranoia; friendships may end as a result
of this process; constant or severe reaction

9=

Question skipped – no close friends identified in question #28
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34.

Do you find that you tend to be in and out of touch with your friends?

Obrel5

Do you find that you'll be really close with someone for a while but then they
drop out of your life?

Interpersonal
Relationships
Temporal
Stability

If I were to ask you to list your closest friends 5 years ago, 2 years ago, and
today, would that list be mostly the same or different?
0=

Majority of friendships endure over time: regular, consistent contact with closest
friends

1=

Some friendships endure over time: tendency to either drop friends, or have
friends come in and out of respondent’s life

2=

Few, if any, non-family relationships that have endured over time: significant
pattern of starting and stopping friendships; no friendships identified

9=

Question skipped – no close friends identified in question #28
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Intimate Relations and Sexuality
Have you been involved in any romantic relationships in the past 5 years? (Assess number of
significant relationships in the past 5 years, duration of each).
Of the relationships you just described to me, which one do you feel was the most meaningful or
significant relationship? Use only the most significant relationship as a focus for question 35,
36, and 37.

Tell me about your relationship with ___ and why it was significant to you?
Probe for:
How much time do/did you spend together, how often did you see one another?
Is / Was your relationship an exclusive relationship?
Do / Did you consider yourselves a couple? Did others consider you a couple?
Is / Was your relationship with ____ a sexual relationship?
Do you or did you love _____? Did ______ love you?
If no, have you ever loved anyone romantically?

If the relationship has terminated, can you tell me how or why things ended?
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35.

Would you say that your relationship with ___ is / was characterized by
intimacy and trust?

Obint1
Intimate Relations
Intimacy /
interdependency

Note: If respondent is focusing largely on sexual intimacy, redirect by asking
whether it was difficult to maintain emotional closeness in the relationship.
Can / Could you depend upon this person?
Can / Could you allow this person to depend upon you?
If yes, in what ways?
Does / Did the relationship involve trust and disclosure, or would you say that
are cautious and guarded with your partner, or have significant fears of opening
up?
Are / Were there serious problems in the relationship, such as significant
dishonesty, manipulation, or deception?
0=

Interdependence, intimacy, and disclosure: strong sense of reciprocity on these
dimensions; general atmosphere of trust, collaboration, and openness

1=

Flawed sense of interdependence, intimacy, or disclosure: some sense of
reciprocity, which may be intermittent and/or superficial; relationship is/was
limited in terms of reciprocal nurturance and support; perhaps an intense and
passionate, but conflicted and tormented relationship; long-distance
relationship, perhaps of duration, but with a superficial or idealized quality

2=

Significantly to severely flawed with respect to interdependence, intimacy and/or
disclosure; total absence of intimacy, disclosure, or may be entirely nonreciprocal; significant fears of openness; severe lack of trust

9=

Question skipped – no romantic relationships in the past 5 years
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36.

Is / Was your relationship with ____ a volatile relationship, filled with conflict
and problems?

Obint2

If yes, did these conflict make it difficult for you or your partner to
experience feelings of warmth and affection?

Intimate Relations
Conflict / volatility

0=

Absence of significant conflict and volatility: disagreements and arguments are
tolerated and managed without verbal or physical volatility

1=

Some conflict and volatility: does not undermine what is good in the relationship

2=

Significant to severe conflict / volatility: emotional, verbal, or physical abuse;
what is good in the relationship is undermined by the aggression

9=

Question skipped – no romantic relationships in the past 5 years

Obint3

0=

Intimate Relations

1=

Capacity for
Investment

2=

Significant investment in at least one romantic relationship of substantial
duration: relationship sounds realistic and personally meaningful; may be
flawed, but clearly demonstrates capacity to invest in relationships involving
emotional and sexual intimacy, and interdependence
Some investment in at least one romantic relationship of significant duration:
limited, however, by duration, quality of intimacy and/or investment
Significant to severe impairment in intimate / romantic relationships:
relationships may be extremely brief in duration; highly superficial; no romantic
engagements at all

37.
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38.

Do you tend to think about your romantic or intimate relationships /
marriage in terms of an exchange, you know, ‘I’ll do X for you if you do Y
for me”? Is this type of thinking typical of your intimate relationships?

Obint4
Intimate Relations
Need Fulfilling

Do you find yourself “keeping score”, thinking about how many times your
partner / spouse did this or that thing, or figuring out whose turn it is to do
this or that?
Do you ever wonder whether you’re being taken advantage of?
If yes, describe for me how this kind of thinking happens to you
during the course of an intimate relationship.
Do you find yourself feeling resentful about getting the short end of
the stick in your romantic relationships / marriage?
Some of the time or frequently?
(Is it important to you that things be equal in your romantic relationships /
marriage, or perhaps that you’re the one getting more out of the relationship
than your partner?)
0=

Does not report being preoccupied with who is getting or giving more in
relationships: no history of exploitive intimate relationships

1=

Some preoccupation with who is getting more out of the relationship:
sometimes finds self in relationships in which respondent is either
predominantly giving or taking; some experience of feeling exploited by or
of exploiting romantic partners

2=

Clear preoccupation with whether or not the respondent is getting less or
more out of the relationship than his or her partner: fears or accepts
exploitation; consistently finds self in exploitative intimate relationships

9=

Question skipped – no romantic relationships in the past 5 years
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39.

If unmarried:

Obint5

I’m interested in how your romantic relationships end: who usually initiates the
breakup?

Intimate Relations
Bored

Do you find that you tend to end relationships because you lose interest in your
partners over time, or they become boring to you?
If yes, does this occur frequently, across multiple relationships?
If married:
Over the course of your marriage, has your spouse become boring to you, have
you lost interest in him or her over time?
Have you had affairs or lovers?
If yes, is your affair steady, with one partner, or do you tend to have
affairs with one person for a while, then moving on to someone else?
If moves on from partner to partner, why do you think you tend to
move from partner to partner; is it because you lose interest in one
partner over time?
0=

Ability to sustain interest in romantic partners over time

1=

Some tendency for partners to become boring over time: pattern of loss of interest
in relationships; pattern prevalent across some of the respondent’s intimate
relationships

2=

Significant to pervasive pattern of ending romantic relationships because partner
or the relationship becomes boring

9=

Question skipped – no romantic relationships in the past 5 years
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40.

In your romantic relationships / marriage, do you find yourself wondering if you
could “do better” or fantasizing about what it would be like with someone else?

Obint6

If yes,
Intimate Relations

How extensive are your thoughts about finding a “better” partner?

Do better

Does this feeling lead you to leave your relationships, or make it difficult
to enjoy your partner?
0=

Does not engage in preoccupation with idealized other partners as described

1=

Some preoccupation with idealized other partners as described; somewhat
preoccupied with finding a “better” partner

2=

Significant preoccupation with “doing better,” with idealized other partners

9=

Question skipped – no romantic relationships in the past 5 years
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41.

Would you say that you are very critical of your partner’s faults or
shortcomings?

Obint7
Intimate Relations
Critical

Do you have conversations with yourself, in which you express your angry /
critical feelings?
Do you find yourself fantasizing about leaving your partner because of his or her
shortcomings?
Do you find yourself expressing critical feelings, picking at your partner?
If yes,
Probe for description / examples
Do you find yourself to be so critical with your partner’s faults and flaws
that it becomes difficult to experience positive, loving feelings towards
him / her?
If unmarried, do you find that this is the case with most of the people you
date?
0=

Is not unduly critical of relationship partners: minimal to no interference in the
ability to experience positive, loving feelings

1=

Some tendency critical, intolerant of partner’s faults and to be vocal about it:
pattern prevalent across most of the respondent’s intimate relationships; some
interference in ability to access positive / loving feelings towards partner

2=

Significant to pervasive pattern of being overly critical, demanding, disappointed
in, frustrated by partner’s faults: may report ending romantic relationships
because of partner’s perceived shortcomings; substantial interference in ability to
access positive / loving feelings towards partner; near constant criticism of
partner

9=

Question skipped – no romantic relationships in the past 5 years
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42.

Are you sexually active now?

Obint8

If yes, with whom?
If no, have you been sexually active in the past 5 years?

Intimate
Relations

If respondent is not married:

Sexual Activity

Have you had other sexual partners in the past 5 years?
If yes,
How many sexual partners have you had?
Were your sexual relationships generally in the context of ongoing
relationships?
How long did these relationships typically last?
Did you maintain sexual involvements with more than one individual at
the same time?
Are you satisfied with the sexual aspects of your relationships?
If yes, tell me in what way you mean “satisfied.”
If no, tell me what is unsatisfying.
If respondent is married:
In the past 5 years, how frequently do you have sex with your wife /
husband?
Are you satisfied with the sexual aspects of your relationship with your
spouse?
If yes, tell me in what way you mean “satisfied.”
If no, tell me what is unsatisfying.
(Continued on next page)
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Have you had a sexual relationship with anyone other than your spouse in
the past 5 years?
If yes
How many sexual partners have you been with other than
your spouse in the past 5 years?
Are you satisfied with the sexual aspects of your
relationships?
If yes, tell me in what way you mean “satisfied.”
If no, tell me what is unsatisfying
0=

Healthy sexual activity: is sexually active; sex generally in the context of a
relationship; reports generally satisfying sexual relationships

1=

Somewhat impaired sexual activity: restricted sexual activity or sexual activity
generally outside the context of an ongoing relationship; some dissatisfaction
with sexual relationships

2=

Significantly to severely impaired sexual activity: no sexual activity; little to no
satisfaction from sexual relationships; satisfaction, but with partners
consistently outside the context of an ongoing relationship or in a series of onenight stands; anonymous sex with multiple partners

9=

No sexual relationships in past 5 years
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43.

Are you inhibited in establishing or maintaining sexual relationships?

Obint9

Are you shy about sex?

Intimate Relations

Are you afraid to initiate and direct the sexual activity?

Sexual Inhibition

0=

No evidence of sexual inhibition; initiates and directs sex

1=

Some sexual inhibition: shyness, self-consciousness even in the context of longstanding or committed relationships that are otherwise secure; may report
“having difficulty letting go”

2=

Significant to severe sexual inhibition

9=

Question skipped – no sexual relationships in the past 5 years
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44.

Do you enjoy the sensual experience in sexuality?

Obint10

Is this with yourself or others (do you masturbate)?

Intimate Relations

Are you comfortable experiencing sexual pleasure?

Sensual Pleasure
in Sex

0=

Enjoys the sensuality of sex, enjoys being touched, being pleasured by self or
others

1=

Some difficulty experiencing sexual pleasure; discomfort with masturbation;
may enjoy masturbation but have few or no sexual relationships; may have
difficulty letting partner pleasure him or her

2=

Significant to severe discomfort with sexual pleasure, with self or others; no
sexual contact; no report of masturbation; may report being disgusted by sex
Scoring note: a respondent who has had no sexual experiences in the
past five years cannot obtain a score a 0 on this item.
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45.

Do you find it difficult to experience tender feelings while still enjoying sex?

Obint11

With your sexual partners can you enjoy both tender feelings and feelings of
sexual passion?

Intimate Relations

Does having sex make you feel emotionally closer to your partner?
Love and Sex

0=

Ability to combine tender, loving feelings with the experience of sex

1=

Some difficulty combining tender, loving feelings and sex: does not enjoy sex very
much with romantic partners; may report some inhibition with romantic partners
and less with casual sex partners

2=

Significant to severe difficulty combining tender, loving feelings, and sexual
pleasure: reports the absence of romantic relationships in which tender, loving
feelings are experienced; no sexual contact at all in the context of a romantic
relationship; only enjoys sex with casual sex partners

9=

Question skipped – no romantic relationships in the past 5 years
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Internal Working Model of Relationships

I’m now going to ask you some questions about the way you relate to people other than your
romantic and sexual partners.

46.
Obiwmr1
Concern for
Other

What’s it like for you when people close to you are in need of comfort, or are
in emotional distress; is supporting and comforting them something you can
do easily and comfortably?
Can you think of the last time when someone close to you turned to you for
emotional support?
If yes, elicit example and the examinee’s response.
Do people close to you sometimes complain that they can’t always count on
you to be supportive, or that you sometimes don’t seem to understand or are
not interested in what they are going through?
Do you sometimes get impatient when others make it clear that they need
you: for example, if a friend or someone in your family gets sick and asks you
to do something that they can’t do themselves – in that situation do you ever
find yourself impatient or short with them, or irritated by the imposition?
0=

No difficulties providing emotional support or comfort to others

1=

Reports some difficulties providing emotional support or comfort to others

2=

Significant to severe difficulty providing emotional support or comfort to
others

3=

Highly superficial response; response is overtly internally inconsistent and
poorly integrated; cannot reflect upon or understand the question; does not
answer the question or does so incoherently
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47.
Obiwmr2

Is it difficult for you when someone close to you does well, experiences a
success? When something good happens to someone you care about, not that
you’re not happy for them, but inside, does their good fortune make you feel
less good about yourself?

Envy

Do you find yourself sometimes secretly wishing for certain people close to
you to fail, even though you may feel guilty about it, because their success
would be painful to you?
If yes, Do you ever do things to actively undermine the success of
others because it would pain you to see them succeed?
(Examples: a good friend gets promoted while you are struggling to advance;
your significant other gets straight A’s without studying while you work very
hard to get B’s).
If yes,
Does a recent example in which you another’s success was
painful for you, or where you wished for someone close to you
to fail so that you would not feel badly about yourself come to
mind?
How frequently does this happen to you?
Does this happen with different people, or only in a few
specific relationships?
0=

Does not report envious feelings as described

1=

Some report of envious feelings as described; envious feelings are limited to
fantasy and not acted upon

2=

Significant to severe preoccupation with envious feelings; may extend to active
efforts to undermine the success of others; happens frequently, across multiple
relationships

3=

Highly superficial response; response is overtly internally inconsistent and
poorly integrated; cannot reflect upon or understand the question; does not
answer the question or does so incoherently
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48.
Obiwmr3
Entitlement

Do you have the experience of feeling surprised or disappointed when people
don’t seem to recognize your value or status, or treat you just like everyone
else rather than with the respect you deserve?
Do you have the experience of feeling surprised or disappointed when people
you know don’t go out of their way to make things easier for you or take care
of your needs when they are able to do so?
(Do you get upset with people who stick closely to the rules or procedure,
when they are unwilling to be flexible if it would make your life easier?)
If yes,
Can you give a recent example of a time when you felt
surprised, disappointed, or angry in this way?
How did you feel and how did you respond?
Do you regularly feel that people don’t treat you with the
respect you are due?
Does this happen with different people or is it limited to
specific relationships?
0=

Rarely experiences feeling disrespected as described

1=

Experiences disrespect as described: perhaps limited to a few specific
relationships; feelings are not intense and are short-lived

2=

Frequently experiences a lack of courtesy or respect: pattern exists across
multiple relationships; responds with shock, anger, severe disappointment;
feelings endure over time

3=

Highly superficial response; response is overtly internally inconsistent and
poorly integrated; cannot reflect upon or understand the question; does not
answer the question or does so incoherently
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49.

Are you the kind of person that gets anxious or resentful when there are
aspects of a person’s life, someone who is important to you, that you don’t
know about or are excluded from?

Obiwmr4
Autonomy of other

Are you the kind of person that gets anxious or resentful when people don’t
let you into their lives to the extent you would like or feel they should?
Probe: if you have a romantic partner, or colleague at work, or a friend and
you sense that there is something important in their life that you are excluded
from, does that make you uncomfortable, anxious, or perhaps angry?
If yes,
Can you give me an example of a relationship in which this is
the case for you and tell me how you respond, what you do?
Does this cause problems between you and your friends?
0=

Does not report becoming anxious or angry when excluded as described above

1=

Somewhat anxious, angry when excluded as described above: may report
engaging in passive aggressive behaviors in response to these situations; may
be limited to some relationships but not others

2=

Reports frequently becoming anxious or angry when excluded as described
above; response is manifest across multiple relationships and contexts

3=

Highly superficial response; response is overtly internally inconsistent and
poorly integrated; cannot reflect upon or understand the question; does not
answer the question or does so incoherently
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50.

When considering whether or not to befriend someone new, what factors do
you consider?

Obiwmr5
Need Fulfilling 1

Would you say that your friendships can be a good way to improve your
social standing?
Do you consider such things as how intelligent or creative the person is, who
his or her friends are, how physically attractive he or she is, or what he or she
can do for you?
If yes, do you ever seek out friendships with this directly in mind?
Is there any specific person that has reached out to befriend you and whom
you’ve avoided because of a fear that he or she would damage your social
standing?
If yes, is this because you are afraid they might in some way pull you
down, or because you would be seen as less special because of your
being around them?
0=

Choice of associates not based on their perceived social value or standing;
‘things just play out naturally’

1=

Choice of associates governed somewhat by the perception of enhancing one’s
own social standing: may report avoiding some social contacts so that one’s
social standing or value will not be diminished; some sense that one’s own
value fluctuates according to the perceived value of those with whom one
associates and that the choice of friendships is influenced by this consideration

2=

Choice of associates is based significantly to exclusively upon perception of
the relationship’s influence on the respondent’s own social standing

9=

Question skipped – no friendships identified in question #28
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51.

Do you tend to think about friendships in terms of an exchange, you know,
‘I’ll do this for you, and then you’ll owe me in return, do that for me.”

Obiwmr6
Need Fulfilling –11

Do you find yourself “keeping score”, thinking about how many times your
friend did this or that thing, or figuring out whose turn it is to do this or
that?
Is it important to you that things be equal in your friendships, or perhaps
that you’re getting more out of the relationship than your friend?
If yes to any of the above,
Elicit an example of the examinee’s thinking in terms of
relationships as an exchange
Do you find yourself feeling resentful about getting the short end of
the stick in your friendships?
Is this with one friend in particular, some of the time, or with several
friends, and frequently?
0=

Is not preoccupied with who is getting or giving more in friendships

1=

Some concern / preoccupation with who is getting more out of the friendship

2=

Significant to pervasive preoccupation with the exchange element of
relationships: preoccupation with either getting more out of the friendship
than his or her friends, or with feeling exploited; “Exploit or be exploited”
attitude; may be incredulous at the idea that there is another way to look at
the value of friendships

9=

Question skipped – no friendships identified in question #28
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SECTION 3: PRIMITIVE DEFENSES

52.

Would you consider yourself someone who is cautious about what other
people know about you; would you call yourself “guarded”?

Pdef1

Are you someone who is suspicious about other people, concerned about
their motives, perhaps afraid that if you let down your guard you could be
easily taken advantage of or hurt?

Paranoia

If yes,
Can you describe for me the ways in which you tend to be guarded or
cautious?
Is this because you are afraid that people will manipulate you or that
the information you reveal will be used against you?
Is this guardedness present across all or most relationships, or would
you say that there are some relationships where this is not the case,
where you are more open and less cautious?
0=

Little to no sense of being unusually guarded

1=

Some discomfort with disclosure and openness in relationships: may be limited
to specific relationships; motivation may be fear of being judged rather that
exploited

2=

Significant to severe mistrust of others: significant difficulties being open and
disclosing personal information to others; across multiple relationships; may
be due to the fear that the information will be used against the self; score 2
for significant to severe guardedness, even if a fear of information being used
against the self is not endorsed

3=

Highly superficial response; response is overtly internally inconsistent and
poorly integrated; cannot reflect upon or understand the question; does not
answer the question or does so incoherently
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53.

Do you act in ways that appear to others as unpredictable and erratic?

Pdef2

Do people tell you that you behave in contradictory ways, or would you say
that people pretty much know what to expect from you in terms of your
behavior?

Erratic behavior

Are people regularly surprised by your behavior?
If yes,
Could you give me an example of what you mean by that?
Is that example characteristic of you, or do you appear less erratic and
more consistent and stable to other people or in other contexts?
0=

Does not report coming across to others as unpredictable or erratic; does not
report being perceived by others as acting in contradictory ways

1=

Some sense that his or her behavior is perceived as being unpredictable or
erratic

2=

Clear sense of behavior being perceived as unpredictable and / or erratic:
across multiple situations and persons; severely chaotic behavior

3=

Highly superficial response; response is overtly internally inconsistent and
poorly integrated; cannot reflect upon or understand the question; does not
answer the question or does so incoherently
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54.

Do you tend to look up to people, to put them on a pedestal?

Pdef3

Are there people whom you would say that you idealize, whom you hold in
an unrealistically high regard?

Idealization /
Devaluation I

If yes,
Do they at times fall from their pedestal?
Do you find yourself at times becoming angry or disappointed in
people when they fail to live up to your expectations?
Does this happen frequently in your relationships: that you put
someone up on a pedestal or expect a lot of someone, but then find
yourself disappointed in them later?
Note: consult “representation of other” questions #__ and #__; if idealized or
devalued views of others were presented, ask if those views ever shift
radically.
0=

No evidence of idealization / devaluation in relationships as described

1=

Some tendency towards idealization / devaluation as described; may be limited
to some relationships or to times of stress

2=

Unstable view of relationships: unpredictable shifts in view of others based on
idealization / devaluation; shifts may be extreme and/or frequent; may occur
across many relationships, regardless of level of respondent’s life-stress

3=

Highly superficial response; response is overtly internally inconsistent and
poorly integrated; cannot reflect upon or understand the question; does not
answer the question or does so incoherently
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55.

About people whom you know well, would you say that your feelings tend to
be unstable: by that I mean, do your feelings for people run “hot and cold”,
or do your feelings about certain people can change quickly or frequently?

Pdef4
Idealization /
Devaluation II

As an example, would you say that it’s like you to feel close and positive
about someone one day, and distant, angry, negative about them the next?
(Do your feelings for people tend to shift rapidly - do you have the
experience of seeing the same person in very different ways at different
times?)
If yes to any of the above,
Can you describe an example of this happening with a relationship in
your recent life?
Is this characteristic of all or most of your relationships, or are some of
your relationships less “up and down”?
Is it like this in your relationships some of the time, perhaps when
you’re under a great deal of stress, or is this what your relationships are
generally like most or all of the time?
0=

No evidence of idealization / devaluation in relationships as described

1=

Some tendency towards idealization / devaluation as described; may be limited
to some relationships or to times of stress

2=

Unstable view of relationships: unpredictable shifts in view of others based on
idealization / devaluation; shifts may be extreme and/or frequent; may occur
across many relationships, regardless of level of respondent’s life-stress

3=

Highly superficial response; response is overtly internally inconsistent and
poorly integrated; cannot reflect upon or understand the question; does not
answer the question or does so incoherently
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56.

Do you tend to deny or ignore important situations in your life that are
painful or frightening to you?

Pdef5

For example, if you have:

Primitive Denial

-

a serious conflict with a close friend – can you just forget about it
and not deal with it for a few weeks or months?
a serious medical problem – can you ignore getting it treated or
following up with your care?
Financial difficulties – could you ignore the problem by not
opening bills because you have no money to pay them

With any of these kinds of problems, or similar problems that are painful or
frightening to you, are you the kind of person who can act as though it
doesn’t exist, and just not deal with it?
If yes,
Does a recent example of this from your life come to mind?
Has this tendency caused you problems in life, for example,
has it interfered with your meeting deadlines, following up on
important life goals, following up on medical problems, or
caused any legal difficulties?
0=

Does not important problems as described; may put off or procrastinate with
certain problems, but with no minimal consequence

1=

Some tendency to ignore or put off addressing painful realities: tendency has
not interfered with meeting deadlines, exacerbated medical problems, or had
major consequences in respondent’s life

2=

Significant to pervasive avoidance of painful / difficult realities: serious
consequences involving either physical health, missing deadlines, legal or
other difficulties

3=

Highly superficial response; response is overtly internally inconsistent and
poorly integrated; cannot reflect upon or understand the question; does not
answer the question or does so incoherently
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57.

We all have times when we are disrespected, disregarded, or treated poorly by
others.

Pdef6

Is this kind of treatment by others something your experience occasionally, or
frequently?

Projective
Identification

Would you say that you are sensitive to slights or that you feel provoked by
others?
If yes, more so than the average person?
When you are feeling disrespected or slighted by someone do you tend to
withdraw, or is it your tendency to get angry, to provoke people right back?
Do people find you to be provocative, or are you aware of trying to goad peple.
Have you found it necessary to be very alert to other people who might be
trying to control or manipulate you?
0=

Resilient to perceived lack of respect / disregard: may be annoyed but is able
to “ let it go”; generally withdraws from the situation; does not generally
respond with anger, and when respondent does become angry, it appears to be
an appropriate response to the interaction

1=

Sensitive to lack of respect / disregard: no strong external displays of reactive
verbal / physical aggression; may be limited to a few particularly conflicted
relationships

2=

Vulnerable and sensitive to lack of respect / disregard: perceives lack of
respect or disregard frequently and in different circumstances; responds to
even slight provocation with hostility and overt verbal or/ physical aggression;
may be limited to few relationships; pervasive pattern of strong response to
provocation across majority of relationships; may discuss serious difficulties
with authority

3=

Highly superficial response; response is overtly internally inconsistent and
poorly integrated; cannot reflect upon or understand the question; does not
answer the question or does so incoherently
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Do you tend to daydream? For example, playing out fantasies that are good
and pleasurable, like having a million dollars, or meeting the greatest man /
woman, becoming the head person at your job?

Pdef7
Fantasy

Are you the kind of person who reads the same book or watches the same
movie over and over and over?
If yes,
Does an example of such daydreaming come to mind?
Do you lose track of time thinking about these things that feel good,
or does this tendency interfere in other ways with your daily life?
Do you have conversations with yourself in which you imagine and
play out these fantasies?
Do you tend to retreat to these fantasies, books, movies: for
example, when you’re feeling particularly anxious or wanting to
avoid some aspect of your life, do these fantasies take up more of
your time?

0=

Daydreaming is minimal, no loss of time, not a significant preoccupation

1=

Some elaborate daydreaming; some sense that it takes the place of action

2=

Elaborate fantasy life, significant preoccupation and extensive time spent in
fantasies of success and grandeur; takes the place of action; may involve loss
of time

3=

Highly superficial response; response is overtly internally inconsistent and
poorly integrated; cannot reflect upon or understand the question; does not
answer the question or does so incoherently
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59.

Do you get physically ill when you’re under stress? When you feel under
pressure or are experiencing stress in your social relations, or in your work
or studies, do you tend to develop physical symptoms?

Pdef8

If no, are you the kind of person who always has physical symptoms
or difficulties, like chronic stomach aches or headaches, insomnia?

Somatization

If yes,
What kinds of physical symptoms?
Do you have a tendency under such situations to withdraw
from others and to become focused on your body and how it
is functioning?
Does this tendency interfere with your daily functioning, or
your relationships with significant others?
0=

Does not develop physical symptoms in response to stress may occasionally
develop minor, transient symptoms; little to no interference in functioning

1=

Develop physical symptoms in response to stress with some regularity: some
interference in daily functioning or relationships

2=

Significant tendency to develop moderate to severe physical symptoms as a
consistent response to stress: interference with daily functioning and/or
significant relationships

3=

Highly superficial response; response is overtly internally inconsistent and
poorly integrated; cannot reflect upon or understand the question; does not
answer the question or does so incoherently
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60.

Do you tend to react strongly to certain kinds of events, say a change in
your typical commuting pattern, or a sudden change in your schedule?

Pdef9
Over-reaction

Some people react strongly to these types of changes, perhaps more so than
other people who might take them a bit more “in stride”; which is more
characteristic of you?
If yes,
Is there an example that you can provide?
Did you become angry and resentful about the change?
If yes, how angry; how long did your anger / resentment last?
Is this typical of your response to these types of changes or event?
0=

No tendency to over-react to stressful events as described above

1=

Some tendency to become distraught, over-reacting to stressful events /
situations, losing sense of perspective; able to recognize the distortion in
retrospect

2=

Significant to severe and pervasive, tendency to become overwrought in
response to stressful events / situations: may respond in this way to a variety
of traumatic and non-traumatic stressors; fails to regain a sense of
perspective and to recognize the distortions in his or her perception when
looking back on the event / incident

3=

Highly superficial response; response is overtly internally inconsistent and
poorly integrated; cannot reflect upon or understand the question; does not
answer the question or does so incoherently
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SECTION 4: COPING / RIGIDITY
61.

When you are anticipating stressful events or periods of time in your life,
do you spend time planning ahead how you handle the stress?

Cop1

Would you ever say to yourself, “ok, this next week is going to be very
busy and stressful, so I should really do x, y, and z now so that I’m all
prepared?

Anticipation /
Planning

Do you make lists?
If yes, Are they helpful, do you stick to them?
When you’re anticipating a stressful situation is it your tendency to take the
“bull by the horns,” and do things to proactively, or do you take more of a
“wait and see approach, letting things unfold before taking action?
If proactive,
Can you tell me about an example of when you were active in the
way I described?
Is your planning effective, does it help you get things done?
Does planning help to make you less anxious?
If passive,
Does your failure to prepare in advance result in you becoming
overwhelmed under stress?
0=

Plans carefully in advance so as to manage anxiety, prepare for the stressor:
anxiety is generally alleviated; the strategy is solid and applied in a range of
situations

1=

Some use of proactive planning for upcoming stressors: may be an
inconsistent strategy, may not relieve anxiety

2=

Little to no use of advance planning to manage future stressors: little to no
relief of anxiety through advance planning; becomes easily overwhelmed in
response to stress as a result of poor planning
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3=

Highly superficial response; response is overtly internally inconsistent and
poorly integrated; cannot reflect upon or understand the question; does not
answer the question or does so incoherently
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62.
Cop2
Suppression

When it comes to stressful or troubling situations that you are powerless to
change, where there is simply nothing you can do, are you able to put it out
of your mind until later, or does it nag at you?
For example, if you applied for a job and are waiting for a reply, or waiting
for results of an important school exam or for medical tests, or you said
something hurtful or mean to a friend that you wish you could take back: if
there is nothing you can do about the situation in the moment, can you put it
out of your mind and move on with your day, or is that really challenging for
you?
If they can put it out of their mind,
Can you think of an example when you were able to put such
troubling thoughts out of your mind?
Is this example typical of how you handle situations in which there is
nothing you can do, for the moment, to change the outcome?
0=

Ability to suppress distressing thoughts or situations the respondent is
powerless to change; use of suppression as a general strategy across most
situations

1=

Some ability to suppress distressing thoughts: not as consistently applied or
effective as in #0; engages in ruminative behavior to a greater extent than
desired

2=

Rare and / or ineffective use of suppression: unable to deal effectively with
stress through the use of suppression; coping involves obsessional rumination
and may be associated with intense anxiety/distress

3=

Highly superficial response; response is overtly internally inconsistent and
poorly integrated; cannot reflect upon or understand the question; does not
answer the question or does so incoherently
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63.

When plans that you are counting on fall through, are you the kind of
person who can easily adapt, “roll with the punches,” and making a new
plan, or do you tend to get stuck?

Cop3
Flexibility

For example, if a specific vacation plan doesn’t work out – do you stay
home, shift to a different vacation plan, is this relatively easy or difficult?
If some social commitment changes, say the movie you want to see is sold
out; can you adapt without too much trouble, finding another movie or
activity, or is that change stressful for you?
If respondent reports “getting stuck”,
Can you think of a recent situation in which plans changed and you
had difficulty adapting, moving on and describe how you
responded?
Is that typical of the way you respond when plans you’re making
fall through?
When plans change in the way I described, do you find yourself
becoming resentful or angry, and withdrawing?
0=

Flexible, adaptive responses to unplanned changes

1=

Response to failed plans is somewhat rigid, controlled, associated with some
anxiety or anger: difficulty “letting go” or “going with the flow”; plans are
not typically sabotaged by examinee’s response to unplanned changes

2=

Response to failed plans is rigid, fixed, and associated with strong anxiety
and/or resentment, rumination; perhaps, total withdrawal from dealing with
the issue; plans are often sabotaged by examinee’s response to unplanned
changes

3=

Highly superficial response; response is overtly internally inconsistent and
poorly integrated; cannot reflect upon or understand the question; does not
answer the question or does so incoherently
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64.

Are you the kind of person who copes well with pressure?

Cop4

Would you say that you think well “on the spot,” or under pressure, or do
you need time to step back, organize your thoughts and carefully review
your options before acting?

Stress response

When you’re in a stressful situation, do you lose the ability to think clearly
and maintain a sense of perspective?
If examinee reports a poor response to stress,
Can you provide me with a recent example of when this
happened?
Would you say that this is highly characteristic of the way
you respond to most stressful situations?
0=

Can handle or thrive in pressure-filled situations

1=

Difficulty performing in response to stress

2=

Significant to severe difficulty functioning under conditions of stress; loses
ability to think clearly; withdrawal from dealing with the stressful situations

3=

Highly superficial response; response is overtly internally inconsistent and
poorly integrated; cannot reflect upon or understand the question; does not
answer the question or does so incoherently
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65.

Do you hold yourself to unreasonably high standards?
If yes,

Cop5

What happens when you can’t perform to those standards?
Self Blame

Would you say that you are a highly self-critical person?
How bad does your self-criticism get?
Are you able to stop from criticizing yourself at times when
you know that your criticism is unreasonable or out of
proportion to the shortcoming?
Does your self-blame get in the way of you moving forward,
functioning well, does it result in you missing opportunities to
succeed?
0=

Able to limit self-blame with relative ease; this is particularly so in cases in
which the respondent realizes that there is little he or she could have done to
change the outcome

1=

Some difficulty limiting self-blame; some awareness that the self-flagellation is
excessive

2=

Significant to severe self-critical rumination; excessive self flagellation
perhaps without any awareness that it is excessive and with little to no ability
to stop the critique

9=

Not self-critical, even when respondent ought to be; N / A
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66.

Are you the kind of person who needs to do things in a particular way, or
“my way”?

Cop6

When working with others, is it hard for you when others want to do things
in a certain way that is different from how you yourself would do it working
on your own?

Control I

(Examples: collaborative project at work or school; collaborating on
household chores, or parenting, e.g., one person wants to do it this way and
one person the other way)
If yes, can you give us an example of what you mean?
In situations in which you have to work with others and you can’t do things
in your way, is it your tendency to withdraw and become less involved in
the work?
Do you at times to take on too much responsibility because sharing it would
mean having to accept some of the work being done in ways that you would
not choose?
If yes to any of the above, Is this something that has caused
problems for you in your work, studies, or relationships?
0=

Flexible; may prefer “my way,” but reports ability to share control with
others and tolerate alternate methods of working

1=

Some rigidity and control in group tasks: may be in limited situations;
consequences of this behavior are minimal

2=

Significant to pervasive rigidity and need for control: difficulty sharing tasks
with others; withdraws or becomes angry / resentful when sharing control;
may report taking on additional work to avoid sharing tasks; tendency results
in significant difficulties in one or more areas of the respondent’s life

9=

Does not apply to the respondent because there are no situations in which
such demands are experienced (e.g., respondent does not work, is not in
school, is in no situation where performance is demanded).
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67.

Would you consider yourself, or have other people told you that you are a
worrier or that you “obsess” a lot?

Cop7

If yes, can you tell me what you (they) mean?
Control II

Do you tend to ruminate about upcoming situations or events, and to think
of all the different ways in which things could be solved or go wrong?
What about far-off threats, or not-so-far-off threats, like the threat of a
terrorist attack, or of catching some serious medical illness - are these things
that you frequently worry about?
If yes,
Can you give me an example of the kinds of things that you
typically worry about?
Does your worry about these things bother you or interfere
with your functioning in any way?
0=

Appropriate anticipatory worry regarding uncertain situations

1=

Excessive anxious rumination and worry: playing out multiple scenarios in
situations of uncertainty; difficulty “letting it go”; associated with some
distress and interference in functioning

2=

Significant to severe anxious rumination and worry regarding uncertainty:
almost always in a state of worry; significant preoccupation with playing out
various scenarios; inability to suppress worry; significant interference with
functioning, ability to experience pleasure

3=

Highly superficial response; response is overtly internally inconsistent and
poorly integrated; cannot reflect upon or understand the question; does not
answer the question or does so incoherently
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68.

Cop8
Challenges

Some people like their lives to remain the same, on an even keel, and others
are constantly looking to take on a new challenge: do you get excited about
and embrace new challenges, or would you say that you’re cautious, anxious
and hesitant in the face of change?
(Examples: a job promotion that requires you to use skills beyond your
current level, or requires a level of social interaction you’re not used to; a
project that could be very rewarding but will take a great deal of time;
relocating).
Can you describe an example of a recent challenge and how you responded
to it?
If accepting / embracing,
Is that typical of how you respond to most challenges, provided the
challenge is of interest to you?
If avoidant, cautious,
Do you feel intimidated and shy away from challenges?
Would you say that a concern about your performance and how
people will think you are doing interferes with your enjoyment of
challenges or with your willingness to take on new opportunities?
Is that typical of the way you respond to challenges?
Has this tendency to avoid challenging opportunities resulted in any
problems in terms of your work, education or relationships?
0=

Seeks out and enjoys new challenges; anxieties about success / performance
may exist but do not prevent respondent from taking on the challenge

1=

Some avoidance of challenges: may be due to significant anxieties about
performance or negative evaluation; anxiety in accepted challenges may
result in compromised performance

2=

Significant to severe tendency to become anxious when faced with
challenging opportunities and to avoid them: will often reject those
opportunities, resulting in significant consequences in work/ relationships
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9=

Does not apply to the respondent because there are no situations in which
such demands are experienced (e.g., respondent does not work, is not in
school, is in no situation in which performance is demanded).
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SECTION 5: AGGRESSION
Self-Directed Aggression
69.
Sag1

Do you sometimes neglect your physical health? For example, do you fail
to take care of injuries, do you avoid going to a doctor when you're ill, do
you fail to get regular checkups?

Self Neglect

If yes,
With what types of problems or injuries; do you neglect all problems
with your physical health?
Have there been serious health consequences due to your neglect?
Probe: If respondent only indicates neglect of minor health problems, ask;
“Are there big problems with your health that you neglect?”
0=

Takes care of physical health consistently and promptly: takes medications as
prescribed; some minor neglect; no significant consequences

1=

Some neglect of health concerns: failure to follow up with medical tests;
neglect of preventive health measures; failure to take medications regularly;
may have some minor health consequences

2=

Significant to serious neglect of health: misses or fails to schedule significant
appointments; failure to follow-up on important concerns or tests; fails to
take medication related to major health concerns
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70.

Do you at times do things that seem unwise and potentially dangerous to
yourself, such as having unprotected sex, heavy drinking or drug use, or
getting yourself into situations in which you could be in physical danger?

Sag2

If yes, do you end up suffering from these actions?
Risky Behavior
0=

No engagement in dangerous / risky practices as described

1=

Some, infrequent risk-taking behavior as described; perhaps a more frequent
engagement in behavior that poses a less severe health or injury risk

2=

Significant to severe engagement in risk-taking behavior: frequently places
the examinee at considerable risk; infrequent risk-taking but with high
potential lethality
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71.
Sag3

Do you hurt, cut or cause physical pain to yourself, for example, by
scratching yourself, cutting or picking your skin, biting your cuticles, or
picking at pimples, binge-eating or purging food, or other things?

Self-injury

If yes,
To the point where you leave marks on yourself, draw blood, or
require medical attention?
Do you get relief from tension by hurting yourself?
0=

No evidence of self-directed aggression as described (picking cuticles or
nails, scratching that does not leave marks can still rate a #0)

1=

Some evidence of self-directed aggression as described: scratching or picking
of the skin that leaves marks or draws blood; no history of having injuries
treated medically; minor health consequences, if any; may find relief from
tension in the behavior

2=

Significant to severe self-directed aggression: scarring, scabbing, or other
marks; history of having such injuries treated medically; self-injury poses
risk to physical well-being
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72.

Have you made suicide attempts in the past five years?

Sag4

If yes, have any of these been life-threatening?

Suicidality

(Probe: have they required medical attention, hospitalization,
follow-up medical or psychiatric care, etc..)
0=

No history of suicide attempts in past 5 years

1=

Suicide gestures or attempts that have not been life-threatening: have
required either minor or no medical attention; no serious intent to kill oneself

2=

At least one serious suicide attempt characterized by an intent to die or by
severity that required medical attention and/or posed a serious threat to the
respondent’s life
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73.

Do you engage in sexual behavior that could hurt you physically?
If yes,

Sag5

Do you experience it as being pleasurable?
Sexual Aggression
– Self

Have you ever had to receive medical treatment as a result of injuries
suffered during aggressive sexual experiences?
Are there other types of sex and sexual play in which you engage or
is aggressive sex that is dangerous to you a significant part of your
sex life?
Can you enjoy the sexual experience when it is not aggressive or
posing a danger to you?
0=

Does not engage in dangerous sexual behavior

1=

Some engagement in sexual behavior that is painful or dangerous to self;
aggression / danger directed towards self is not essential for sexual pleasure
and is not the primary mode of sexual activity

2=

Regular to frequent engagement in sexual behavior that is dangerous and/or
painful to self: enjoys the experience of dangerous or painful sexual behavior
directed against self; aggression / danger is a primary mode of sexual activity;
aggression / danger against self may be required for enjoyment of sex; may
have received medical treatment for injuries received during sex

9=

Question skipped – no sexual relationships in the past 5 years
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Other-directed Aggression
74.

Do you lose your temper with others?

Oag1

If yes,

Temper

How bad do your temper outbursts get?
How do you feel afterwards?
Are these outbursts frequent or rare?
Are you aware of provoking people into verbal arguments?
0=

Temper outbursts are rare and contained: generally accompanied by feelings
of guilt / remorse; few, if any interpersonal consequences from outbursts

1=

Some problems with temper, e.g., occasional outbursts of yelling and
screaming: tantrums are less frequent and severe than in #2; may be limited
to certain relationships; some sense of guilt after a tantrum; may involve
some interpersonal consequences

2=

Regular to frequent temper outbursts directed at others: may be infrequent
but particularly severe; little if any sense of guilt or remorse; respondent may
report pleasure / relief rather than guilt; regular volatility, provocation,
fighting in relationships with others
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75.

In the past five years, have you at any time ever intentionally seriously
harmed someone physically?

Oag2

If yes,
Attacks on Others

Please tell me the story.
Was it in self-defense?
How did you feel about this incident afterwards?
0=

Has not intentionally inflicted severe harm on another person (other than in
self-defense)

1=

At least one instance in which harm was inflicted NOT in self defense:
experienced feelings of regret, remorse afterwards; attack may not have been
severe

2=

One or more instances in which respondent intentionally inflicted severe
harm on another person; little to no sense of remorse
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76.

How do you feel when witnessing the pain and suffering of others?
Do you enjoy making or seeing others suffer?

Oag3
Enjoyment of
Suffering of Others

Do you ever find that you enjoy causing or witnessing the emotional pain of
others?
Do you enjoy inflicting physical harm on others or seeing others suffer
physical pain?
If yes to any of the above,
Please describe what you mean.
How you feel afterwards?
0=

Is upset by the suffering of others and dislikes even the inadvertent infliction
of harm on others

1=

Some ambivalence or indifference to witnessing or inflicting pain and
suffering on others: may be in limited circumstances or activities, or directed
at a specific person; supported by at least one behavioral example

2=

Derives pleasure from the suffering of others: either when inflicted by self or
others; can provide multiple examples of either inflicting pain on others or
enjoying watching others suffer in pain; may seek out opportunities to witness
or inflict suffering on others
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77.

Have you engaged in sexual behavior that could be considered aggressive, or
physically dangerous for your partner?

Oag4

If yes,

Sexual Aggression Others

Can you describe for me a recent example of this kind of
behavior?
Is this type of sexual behavior typical for you?
How serious are the physical risks for your partners; have any
of your partners ever required medical attention as a result of
your sexual behavior?
Are there other types of sex and sexual play in which you
engage or is sexual behavior that is aggressive and dangerous
for your partner a big part of your sex life?
Can you enjoy the sexual experience when it is not aggressive
or dangerous for your partner?
0=

Does not engage in sexual behavior that is unusually aggressive or physically
dangerous to partner

1=

Engages in some sexual behavior in which aggression or the infliction of pain
is characteristic: no risk of physical injury to other; partner has never
received medical treatment for injuries received during sex; aggression /
danger against partner is not essential for the examinee’s sexual pleasure and
is not the primary mode of sexual activity

2=

Engages in sexual behavior that is physically dangerous, likely to result in the
infliction of pain: may report partner having been treated for injuries received
during sex; aggression / danger against partner is a primary mode of sexual
activity; aggression / danger against partner may be required for the
examinee’s enjoyment of sex

9=

Question skipped – no sexual relationships in the past 5 years
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78.

Are you aware of people being afraid of you, either of your behavior, or of
you becoming angry?

Oag5
Intimidation

Are you aware of doing things, deliberately or not, that result in people
being afraid of you or of what you might do, or of you getting upset?
If yes,
Are you pleased that this is the case; do you like it that people are
afraid of you?
Do you ever do things that make others afraid of you so that you
will then be able to control them?
(Do you find that you use hurting yourself, or threatening to hurt yourself, to
get what you want from others, or to control others?)
If yes to any of the above,
Can you describe for me a recent example in which you did this?
Is this behavior typical and frequent, or does it happen rarely?
0=

Is not aware of being feared by or intimidating others

1=

Is somewhat intimidating to and feared by others: may be limited to specific
people or situations; little sense of pleasure at the idea of being feared by
others; behavior would be infrequent; severity of aggression low; extent of
conscious manipulation and intent to intimidate is low

2=

Clear experience of intimidating and being feared by others: clear awareness
of behaviors causing such fear; may take pleasure in inducing fear in others
or in the intimidation of others; Regular or serious self-injury or threats
thereof, with the clear intent to manipulate others
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79.
Oag6

If someone has hurt you, or if you feel slighted or mistreated by someone,
do you find yourself responding with the wish to seek revenge on that
person?

Revenge

If yes,
Do you find yourself fantasizing about the ways you could get back at
and hurt the person who wronged you?
Do you experience a sense of comfort or pleasure in the fantasy of
getting your revenge?
Do you ever set your plan for revenge into motion, or actually get
revenge against those who have tried to hurt you?
(Assess for extent of planning, preoccupation, time spend in fantasy,
frequency)
0=

No preoccupation with revenge fantasies

1=

Some fantasies of revenge: some sense of pleasure and/or comfort; does not
act on revenge fantasies

2=

Significant preoccupation with revenge fantasies: considerable time spent
developing such fantasies; considerable pleasure / comfort in the fantasies;
may report taking action to set the revenge fantasy in motion
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SECTION 6: MORAL VALUES
80.
Mor1

We all have situations in which we are confronted with the opportunity to
do something immoral, whether it being telling a lie, taking something that
doesn’t belong to us, or cheating in some way.

Internalized Moral
Values

When you’re confronted with those kinds of situations, what is it that helps
you determine how to act?
(Would you say that it is the threat of public embarrassment or punishment
that you think about, or is more that you look to an internal sense of what is
right when determining how to act?)
If respondent endorses having an internal moral code,
Is there an example you can share with me in which you consulted
your internal sense of what is right in determining how to act?
0=

Guided by internal sense of right / wrong; may be confused about what is the
right course of action, but this confusion involves a consideration of
respondent’s internal moral code

1=

Some internal sense of right / wrong: guided at times by a threat of
embarrassment or punishment; at times confused as to the right course of
action, with some part of the decision determined by looking inward, but also
some consideration of consequences and/or getting caught

2=

No reference to an internal sense of right / wrong: frequent involvement in
ethically questionable opportunities mitigated only by fear of consequences
or of getting caught
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81.

Are there times when you deliberately deceive others?
If yes, Tell about the times or ways in which you deceive others?

Mor2
Deceit

Are there times when you twist the facts or bend the truth so that you’ll look
better, more successful or attractive to someone else, or to get something
you want?
Have you been deceptive or untruthful in answering questions in this
interview?
If yes, How and when? Why?
I’m going to read you some examples and you tell me if things like this
happen in your life:
- You get credit for work that your assistant or someone else in your
group did – are you one to take credit for things that someone else
did or for doing more than you actually did
- What about stretching the truth on a resume or job application,
perhaps lengthening the time you were employed at a certain place
or embellishing your accomplishments or responsibilities to the
point where it’s really not truthful?
(- What about stretching the truth when it comes to your emotional
difficulties, perhaps pretending that you’re sicker than you are or
more distressed than you are, so as to get something that will
benefit you, like sympathy or help?)
Do any other examples like these come to mind?
If yes,
Describe
Is this something that regularly do?
How do you feel about doing this?
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0=

Is not deceitful or untruthful as described

1=

Somewhat opportunistic in terms of bending the truth / deceiving others:
examinee expresses some ambivalence about the behavior; takes advantage
of some opportunities, but these are generally passive, e.g., things falling into
one’s lap; consequences for others are minimal

2=

Seeks out and exploits questionable opportunities for personal gain: more
active engagement and/or seeking out of opportunities to lie or actively
deceive others; greater distortions of truth; consequences for others; little to
no guilt
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82.

When faced with a situation that clearly goes against what you know to be
right, do find yourself having a struggle over what to do?

Mor3
Moral Struggle

If you know that you’re not going to get caught, and that there will be no
consequence to you for lying, stealing something, or cheating – does that
make it more difficult for you to do the moral thing?
Do you struggle with yourself about what to do when you know that no
one’s going to find out?
0=

Moral behavior comes naturally and easily, feels “second nature”; little to no
struggle

1=

Some internal debate about acting morally; respondent generally knows what
is right and engages in the moral course of action

2=

Clear struggle to engage in what the examinee knows is the moral choice: no
struggle because there exists no internal moral code; easily chooses the
immoral course of action
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83.

Do you lie to others?

Mor4

Probe: big scale lies, “white lies,” lies for which complicated alibis or
cover-ups are needed.

Lying

If examinee endorses significant lying,
Does a recent example of a complicated lie you’ve told come to
mind?
Is this kind of lying something that you do frequently or is this
atypical of you?
How do you feel about lying in this way?
0=

Does not tell lies other than occasional “white lies,” or lies “by omission”

1=

Lies occasionally about things of greater consequence than “white lies”: some
purposeful deception of relatively small consequence to self and others; some
sense of guilt / remorse, particularly when lies have consequences for others

2=

Lies frequently about a range of things: may lie infrequently but about things
of significant consequence to others; little to no sense of guilt
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84.

In the past 5 years have you ever done anything that is illegal?

Mor5

Do you have a criminal record?

Illegal activity

If no,
What about things like shoplifting, stealing, illicit drug use,
prostitution, drug trafficking?
What about things like not paying your taxes, embezzling money,
writing checks that you knew you weren’t good?
If yes,
Can you describe those activities for me?
Did you experience legal difficulties as a result of these activities?
Probe: assess whether or not there are situations in which
respondent confronted and/or threatened the victim of his or her
crimes; assess whether crimes were planned in advance or
impulsive; history of incarceration / probation?
0=

No history of illegal activity in past 5 years: no criminal record; speeding,
jaywalking, occasional marijuana use

1=

Some illegal activity: no significant investment of time in the illegal activity;
no criminal record or legal involvement; no significant negative
consequences to self or others as a result of this activity

2=

Significant to frequent and serious involvement in illegal activities as
described above: may include regular illicit drug use, sale of drugs, tax
evasion, embezzlement; may involve significant investment of time in the
illegal activity; may involve pre-meditated crimes or crimes involving the
confrontation of a victim
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85.
Mor6

Can you think of an example when you did something that went against your
sense of what is right, when you failed to live up to your personal code or
standards of “good behavior?”

Guilt I

In this situation, how did you feel and what did you do?
Would you say that you felt guilty?
If yes,
What do you mean by guilt, tell me what you typically do or feel?
Probe for: anxious, withdrawal, self-criticism, feels bad vs. guilt
and active efforts to address the wrongdoing
Do you spend a lot of time worrying, or become frightened about people
finding out about what you did, or about getting punished in some way?
Is this typical of the way you feel and behave when you do things that go
against your sense of what is good and right?
0=

Experiences guilt after having done something perceived to be morally wrong:
clear sense of regret and efforts to remedy or prevent a similar situation in the
future; Needs to describe active attempts to redress problem, and the
experience of guilt to obtain a 0

1=

Anxious, self-critical, uncomfortable with his or her action: focus is more on
self-recrimination than on actively making amends for the wrongdoing;
anxiety predominates over guilt; some sense of guilt

2=

Little to no sense of guilt: focus on consequences, fear of punishment; focus on
/ fear of people finding out, of getting caught

9=

Cannot think of an example in which respondent has done something that goes
against his or her sense of what is right
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86.
Mor7
Exploitation

We all at times take advantage of opportunities that have negative
consequences for others; I’m going to read you examples of a few of these
types of situations, and I want you to tell me if anything like this occurs in
your life (Note: read each example and ask if the respondent has treated
another in the manner described or if he or she would do that if given the
opportunity).
1. Have you ever revealed confidential information about someone you
don’t like or with whom you’re competitive or envious, when you
could stand to gain from it?
2. Have you ever sought out or developed a relationship with someone
who could do something for you, or give you something you needed,
even if you don’t like the person?
3. Have you ever dated someone because of what he or she could do for
you, whether it was buying things for you, treating you to things, or
just to be around the things that they have that you desire?
4. Have you ever strung along an employee because you need them or
because it was convenient for you, even if you knew that staying at
the job was not in their best interest?
5. Have you ever chosen to delay breaking up with someone because
you like the sex, or so that you can have a date for some special
occasion that’s coming up, even if you knew you didn’t want to be
with him or her?
If yes to any of the above,
Can you describe the situation?
Is this type of behavior something you regularly do?
Are there examples of others ways in which you take advantage of others,
use others in ways that hurt them, to advance yourself?
If yes,
Can you describe what you do? How frequently do you do this?
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0=

Does not exploit opportunities for personal gain at another’s expense

1=

Some exploitation of opportunities to benefit personally, but this is not a
regular pattern, and the consequences for self and others are relatively minor

2=

Significant to pervasive exploitation of opportunities for personal gain:
regular pattern of behavior in interpersonal relationships; clear, significant
expense to others
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87.
Mor8
Guilt II

Even the nicest person catches him or herself, in retrospect, doing
something that is purposefully mean to someone else. Are there examples
of things like this in your life?
If respondent cannot produce an example, for example, if you’re in a close
relationship and you say something “mean” to your partner, or someone
asks you to be somewhere and you fail to show up without letting them
know, or you put someone down or disagree with them for no good reason.
Does this kind of situation happen frequently in your life?
When you realize that this is something that you have done, how do you feel
afterwards?
What do you typically do about the situation?
Does a good example of how you typically behave in response to such a
situation come to mind?
0=

Regretful, proactive with making amends and with taking responsibility

1=

Feels guilty, but with a focus on self-recrimination or fear of reprisal rather
than active efforts to make amends or concern for the other: may find it
difficult to make apologies

2=

Cruel behavior: behavior is regular; little to no sense of guilt; may perceive
no need to make amends or to apologize; brittle to no sense of remorse

3=

Cannot think of an example in which respondent did something that was
purposefully mean
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